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Heat and Wave Equations Revisited: Beyond Fourier and'Alembert
Abstract:
Two of the most important PDEs, appearing in a plethora of important applications in
sciences and engineering, are the heat and the wave equations. The former led Fourier to
introduce the celebrated Fourier series, whereas the later is associated with the famous
solution of d'Alembert. However, it turns out that PDEs containing a third order spatial
derivative (like the Stoke's equation) cannot be solved by a series expansion, and the
d'Alembert solution is applicable only to the initial value problem of the wave equation. In this
talk it will be shown that the unified transform, also known as the Fokas method
(https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fokas_method__;!!LIr3w8kk_Xx
m!_fJn3x2rgXSXVND6wx3mEKDi215hCJkk-O4WvAeCJuL3E9BOnTPe4k_dWMEgDA$ ) bypasses
these limitations.
Furthermore, even for the classical problem of the heat equation on an interval, the unified
transform yields a new formula which has several analytical and numerical advantages with
respect to Fourier's classical solution.
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